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BRITTNEY RIGBY

Goodbye are the strangest thing.
Five years ago I said goodbye to my hometown to move to Sydney. Fast forward, and here I am saying goodbye to my final year here at UNSW, and goodbye to my editorship of Tharunka. I am proud and humbled to have been trusted to guide this ship. There have been rough waters, some almost-crashes, a person or two overboard at times, and too many times where I've closed my eyes, crossed my fingers and hoped I'm not stuffing this thing up (too badly).

I’m really proud of what we’ve accomplished this year. All of us. Those of you who have gifted me, us, this, with your work this year. Reading your words and polishing them to make them shine even brighter has been a true gift. Admiring your art, poetry, opinions, interviews, wit, reporting, reviews and everything else you’ve submitted has been the best job I’ve ever had. I hope this issue is a fitting reminder that print isn’t dead. You’re all proof that it’s just being reborn. Again and again and again. We’ll always come back to them.

Alicia, Sharon, Dominic and Leo. We’ve done something really cool. We’ve shared stories that really matter. We’ve been constructive and inclusive and messed up and done better. Thank you for your contributions to uncovering some cracking yarns, your perseverance in the face of tight deadlines and your boldness in voicing your opinion, even (and especially) when there’s the risk it won’t be a popular one.

In that regard, I think it’s only fitting for me to end the year with a reflection on Alicia’s piece in this issue, in which she argues for the return to elections for Tharunka’s editorial team. It’s an argument I’ve struggled with all year. I flip flopped on my position, and I ate the arguments for both sides of the electoral coin. But I think it’s important, as an outgoing (and appointed) Managing Editor, to weigh in nonetheless.

I probably wouldn’t have become Managing Editor in an election-based system. The SRC always felt too removed from my experience of uni. Election season meant avoiding anyone wearing a coloured shirt holding a stack of flyers. I think that sense of disconnection from campus (a decent comm doc didn’t help) drove my sense of isolation. I prioritised working two or three jobs, volunteering outside of uni, I rushed homethe second classes finished because I never felt sufficiently a part of the community here. I know that I would not have put together a ticket to run, or had the time to commit to a campaign in between classes and work commitments I couldn’t get out of if I wanted to pay my rent. A standard job application, followed by an interview in which I was assessed on my interpersonal capability, leadership experience and editorial vision felt much more in line, and much more accessible for me, “fairer” even.

But I’ve come to realise that “safe and accessible” doesn’t mean an appointments model is the right one.

I’ve seen first hand the issues that crop up when we’re told to account while also relying on Arc to pay our next invoice. You’ve read about the censorship and Charter issue we’ve come up against. And I’ve worried about whether the job I’ve done is good enough. I’ve been paid by Arc, but my real boss is you, UNSW students. I applied eagerly for a position I know I’m qualified for, but one I wouldn’t have if I was forced to convince you all to vote me in. An election is a popularity contest, and that is terrifying to me. I never had strong campaign networks. I’ve never opted into those powerful, intimidating circles. Yet despite all this, it feels only right that this paper is for you. You should get to decide who runs it.

We’ve seen in the past that it’s a platform primarily for self-promotion or stupid in-fighting. We need good journalists and good writers running Tharunka. We need the editors who guide this ship to be qualified to do it well. But we need Tharunka to have enough distance from Arc so as to be genuinely independent. Alicia’s solution is a good one. I think running Tharunka elections, but run them separately to those for the SRC.

You are the one who reads this. You are who we rely on for submissions and feedback. You click on our articles and comment on our Facebook posts and like our Instagrams. You are the reason our activities have sky rocketed this year, and our pieces have had more engagement than ever. You should have had a say in whether I was the right person for this job, even if that process pushed me well out of my comfort zone and made me anxious and risk prioritising popularity over merit. That should have been your choice.

Regardless as to how I got here, I’m grateful for this experience and your enormous contributions. It has been a tricky, confusing, stressful thing to navigate at times. I can say I’ve lived every minute of this year or the last half a decade, because I haven’t and a law degree is hard, and five years is a bloody long time and I’m so scared that ditching this plan to pursue a “dying” media industry would be stupid. My post-uni plans involve throwing together a few applications, crossing my fingers and hoping for the best. It’s pretty anxiety-inducing. But I know I’m going to land on my feet. Because thanks to you, I have learnt more than I could have imagined.

Keep making stuff and putting it out there and deleting them and reworking and doing it all over again. Creativity is a hard process, but it’s the best there is. Here’s to knowing that our work matters, and to handing on the baton to a team I hope will make this humble rag even better next year.

Keep up the good fight. Resist. Claim your power. Take care of each other. Take care of yourself. Rest. Keep writing, keep creating, keep publishing stuff that ruffles some feathers.

Thanks for having me, UNSW. Goodbye for now.
I've put so much (maybe too much) of myself into every single issue of Tharunka, and honestly, I don't have much left to say. I've loved having this platform to share my art and perspective. I came into this job knowing that I wanted to continue the Tharunka legacy; I wanted to experiment, to challenge, and not just make digestible and pretty wallpaper. It was amazing to have so many people react so immediately and directly to my work. The most gratifying and frustrating part was definitely having people challenge me and my ideas constantly... I definitely didn't see whole collectives coming for me. ;)

I have had an intense love/hate relationship with this job, but at the end of the day, I'm actually just super grateful to have had this opportunity to work with an amazing team. <3

Being an Editor for Tharunka has been a great honour over this past year and the myriad of great journalism, both traditional and creative, has been phenomenal. This last edition culminates in a celebration of writing and our tenure as editors, but also symbolises the works of artists, writers, poets and storytellers from the UNSW community who continue to make the arts what it is today.

Some writing for the fun of it, others write as an escape, and some use it as a political instrument. During this heated debate about the SSM plebiscite, I encourage everyone in the community to express and codify their thoughts, inhibitions, and emotions onto paper (or computer). Literature can be used for many things, and its pertinence as an artform comes from the expression of free speech. The public needs to know how this debate has impacted those from the LGBTQI+ community. Write, draw, think, create. Just don't stay silent.

The pen is mightier than the sword and the bigot.

Welcome to our final issue, which is aptly themed Literary as an ode to all of the excellent writing that has been on Tharunka’s pages over the year.

Reading has always been a great source of joy for me; as a child I consumed books voraciously to the point where there was a strict ban on any book-purchasing in our household (the newest Harry Potter book excepted, of course). More recently, as I’ve gotten older and my attention span has seemingly deteriorated, I similarly lose trading article after article on my phone.

What we’ve attempted to do with Tharunka this year is to make reading each edition a distinctly literary experience. I don’t mean this in the sense of only including a certain style of writing and the elitist connotations of “literature”. Rather, we’ve wanted you to be able to sit down with the magazine – perhaps on the train or as you drink your coffee in the morning – and to relish turning the thick, well-designed pages whilst reading some lovely and interesting writing.

It’s been an absolute ball being editor this year and I hope you’ve enjoyed what we’ve put out. A big thank you goes to Britney, Sharon, Leo and Dominic: thank you for making this such a delightful experience and for teaching me so much. If you’re considering applying to be editor, I absolutely recommend it; nothing could be more rewarding.

The pen is mightier than the sword and the bigot.
Gender Identity at a Morphosyntactic Level: English and Spanish

BY SARAH HORT

Agony Ibis

Dear Agony Ibis,

Hope this telegram finds you well [stop]. Would prefer to keep this between you and I for now [stop]. Having some beef with the clowns over at Fairfax [stop]. [Stop]. Tried to cry defamation on their stories about how much the Libs suck but unfortunately they were telling the truth so Court Case Faiired [stop] (paragraph). Anyway if you think of anything, give my girl on reception a call [stop]. I’ve asked her to type this up but she might be busy spying for the Chinese [stop].

Yours,

Rupert M

Hello Rupert M.

I feel like we’re in a spy movie! You on your secret dictation machine, me pecking around the rubbish bins behind that dodgy food court on upper campus. Wondering if you’ve got any tips on how to shut down media sources you don’t like [paragraph].

I see your predicament. It’s a real doozy, the ol’ defamation law, what with its defence of truth. I suggest you try a few moves to get the punters on your side. Literally two or three good TV shows? Maybe you could buy Australia’s only cable TV channel and charge enormous prices for it [paragraph]. If that doesn’t work, time to look at the nuclear options.

and fleeing for the States, dodging tax obligations along the way? Even better, have your enemies in a new way to say something. The English-speaking LGBTI+ community alone is full of slang, but let’s take a look at Spanish:

The reverse is also applicable, with the popular fictional Internet personality, Señora Católica irreverently captioning photos on Instagram: “El youtuber español @jonanwiergo comparte fotos de infarto en Instagram” ([The Spanish YouTuber @jonanwiergo shares heart attack-provoking photos on Instagram] Escándala, 2017) [paragraph].

This isn’t to say that English misses out. The analytic nature of the language opens the door to other unique forms of expression, for example the use of “Polari” in 20th century Britain. Polari was a secret LGBTI+-language that worked by replacing English open class words with a Polari equivalent. Due to the relatively low morpheme-to-word ratio in English, these words (mainly verbs and common nouns) can be replaced in their entirety. The Polari words easily fit into the English word order without affecting syntax or morphology.

As seen above, the language we speak can greatly affect our own expression of gender and identity. Could we go even further to say that our language, apart from shaping our linguistic expression of identity, alters gender identity itself? This is still an issue hotly contested in psycholinguistics, and it is most famously brought to light by the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which contends that the structure of a language affects its speakers’ worldview or cognition. Fear of reprisal from any linguistics professor, I’ll abstain from providing a definite answer.

Language is weird and wonderful, which makes it a perfect fit for gender identity. It’ll be fascinating to see how this develops cross-linguistically in the future.

BY ALEX ANDERSON

Gender Identity at a Morphosyntactic Level: English and Spanish

While we like to think that our own feelings dictate how we express our identities, the language we speak may play a larger role than we realize. Consider identity has come into the limelight recently due to the attempted introduction of new, queer-specific pronouns in English.

There are a few reasons why the proposed pronouns never really caught on. Besides perhaps the more obvious social reasons, one explanation is that in English, personal pronouns belong to a closed class group of words. This is to say that adding or taking away from this group of words is a long, slow process. It may even be impossible to change a pronoun in only a single generation of English speakers. The classes of words that are closed are more in less arbitrary, and vary from language to language. The reason why the pronoun “they” (for use in the singular) got more traction than “ze”, for example, is because it already belonged to the personal pronoun pool, and was easier for English speakers to adapt and appropriate.

But this isn’t to say that linguistic gender expression is hard, or futile. Language is infinitely creative, and you can always think of a new way to say something. The English-speaking LGBTI+ community alone is full of slang, but let’s take a look at Spanish:

A common way for gay people to express gender identity in Spanish (albeit, mostly jokingly) is the reversal of the grammatical gender. Spanish has male, and female grammatical gender, which is arbitrary most of the time. For example, “la pared” (the wall) will be feminine, while “el piano” (the piano) will be masculine. However, in the LGBTI+ community in Mexico and many other Spanish-speaking countries, grammatical gender has become productive use. Apart from applying to inanimate objects, it can also apply to the human sexes, gender identity and sexual orientation. Gay men will often replace words ending with “o” with an “a”, Ironically changing it from masculine to feminine. Consider the headline: “Tocaba el piano”. Of course, if he were a gay man, you could say “Tocaba la piana”. This isn’t to say that English misses out. The analytic nature of the language opens the door to other unique forms of expression, for example the use of “Polari” in 20th century Britain. Polari was a secret LGBTI+-language that worked by replacing English open class words with a Polari equivalent. Due to the relatively low morpheme-to-word ratio in English, these words (mainly verbs and common nouns) can be replaced in their entirety. The Polari words easily fit into the English word order without affecting syntax or morphology.

As seen above, the language we speak can greatly affect our own expression of gender and identity. Could we go even further to say that our language, apart from shaping our linguistic expression of identity, alters gender identity itself? This is still an issue hotly contested in psycholinguistics, and it is most famously brought to light by the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which contends that the structure of a language affects its speakers’ worldview or cognition. Fear of reprisal from any linguistics professor, I’ll abstain from providing a definite answer.

Language is weird and wonderful, which makes it a perfect fit for gender identity. It’ll be fascinating to see how this develops cross-linguistically in the future.
To Read Or Not To Read (A Hard Copy Book):

THAT IS THE QUESTION

HARD COPY, PLEASE

By Michelle Wang

Buttery, matte pages flicking underneath your fingers. You're diving in, taking the plunge into a world of words. Reading a book is the experience you can't separate from the literal pages you're holding in your hands. It's the joy of being lent, or lending, a book to a friend dog-eared and creased, maybe coffee-stained or with mystery crumbs in the spine. Or it might be in perfect condition, contacted, with only tidy corner folds. The book you never returned to the library, now it's yours; or it still has a price tag from Borders (remember that sprawling book haven?). It's an object imbued with the rich possibilities of the worlds in its pages as well as the memories around it. Who can resist the nostalgia within pages and pages?

I'll acknowledge that there's convenience in an electronic reader, but so is there in a sleeping bag or a blow-up mattress. They're portable and, for a short amount of time, even kind of fun, but then the novelty wears off and you want a good night's sleep in a proper, comfy bed. The real deal – it just can't be replaced. How can you replace that feeling of marking your progress through the book, or the satisfaction of realising the bookmark has indeed past halfway? And sometimes, you just want a good ol' sniff, a whiff of those pages, be they brand-new smelly or ripe with history. And then there are times, when you'll need it to prop up a desk or a chair temporarily, or to shield the sun. There is just endless utility and joy in a physical book!

To the naysayers who want a library of choice at their fingertips: don't deny that curating the reads you'll take with you is part of the fun, and so is playing luggage Tetris with said selections. So is going to the bookshop at the airport, or discovering your local library. We have smartphones and gadgets for when we need quick morsels of encyclopaedic information or trivia fact checking. As for the wonderful world of reading? Let's not corrupt it with new-fangled, technology ridden, iPhone X level ~interfaces~. Take off your computer face briefly. Hold a book in your hands. Read it. Book is pure and good. Book is human's best, imitable friend.

THE KINDLE REIGNS SUPREME

By Catherine Macarounas

Growing up, I dreamed of having a big, beautiful library full of all of my favourite books. I used to spend my weekends scouring op-shops to find hidden gems in the second-hand book section. My little library spilled over my bookcase into towering piles on the floor of paperbacks I had excitedly bought but never got around to reading.

Unfortunately, life happened and our family had to move houses pretty much once a year between 2010 and 2015. When you move houses, you realise that you have a lot of stuff. Not only did I have a lot of stuff in general, I had a lot of books that I soon realised were really heavy. About three houses in, I decided I'd had enough of cardboard moving boxes succumbing to the weight of my excessive book collection.

I sorted through all my books, kept my favourites and those that had sentimental value and decided to donate the rest. Then, I embraced new age reading: the Kindle.

Whilst browsing the Kindle store isn't as fun as trips to your local bookshop, I have embraced the Kindle life for a number of reasons:

1. Kindles aren't heavy. Not only can I move my entire book collection without taping together any cardboard moving boxes, I always keep my Kindle in my bag so I can be instantly book-ready in any boring situation.

2. You can make the font really big. I used to make fun of my Dad for doing this, but it's actually really useful when you've forgotten your glasses or your brain is tired and foggy.

3. You can read in the dark! This is great for sneaking in a few extra hours of reading on family holidays when your siblings are being uncompromising about sleeping arrangements.

4. You can highlight passages and make notes, as well as search for a certain scene, phrase or word, which has been helpful for writing essays.

5. The dictionary. When you're stuck on a word that you haven't seen before you can easily search its meaning and expand your vocabulary.

Whilst I believe that real life, great-smelling paperbacks will always have a place in our lives, the Kindle has made my love of reading more accessible; I hold it as dear as any book.
Women Call on Men to do Less

On Tuesday 15 August, women released a statement urging men to “just leave everything alone”. Women collectively decided that men no longer need to participate in housework or offer emotional support and, most importantly, they must leave politics alone.

The United Nation’s “Facts and Figures: Leadership and Political Participation” report found that 80 per cent of political figures are male, and the world is rapidly “turning to shit”.

Consequently, women are now encouraging men to have an extra beer, watch the footy, have a wank, sleep until 1pm, stand at the barbecue and crack a joke, while women remain in the kitchen providing food, nursing children and succumbing to the call of a milkshake in a distant yard.

“We get you’re trying to help, but just leave it to us,” said Moira, the spokesperson for all women, everywhere.

Men have yet to respond, although there is a rumour they will “get around to it this weekend”.

SATIRE
We asked Tharunka contributors which book changed their life.

Here are their answers, and your updated “to-read” list.

**The Book That Changed My Life**

We asked Tharunka contributors which book changed their life.

Here are their answers, and your updated “to-read” list.

**BOOK OF LONGING, BY LEONARD COHEN**

Georgia Griffiths

Leonard Cohen was the first artist I ever saw live in concert. As a 14-year-old back in 2010, I felt pretty wise for my age, sitting in a sea of adults at Acer Arena, despite only knowing one song (Hallelujah, obviously). After the concert, I quickly became obsessed with Cohen and his work. While I found much of his writing confusing and dense, there was one book I loved. _Book of Longing_ is a collection of eccentric poetry and drawings, mostly from Cohen’s time at a Zen monastery in California in the 1990s. As an early teenager, I must certainly missed a lot of the references, but it was the first poetry I read and enjoyed! While I still don’t understand all of its content, and probably never will, there’s something about Cohen’s writing that resonates with me. In most cases it’s pretty blunt, yet he can create an intricate picture with just a few words. I still don’t love poetry, and perhaps Cohen’s writing is closer to song lyrics than anything, but _Book of Longing_ introduced me to a new unique a book can be. The copy I borrowed from my parents now has pride of place amongst other eclectic books and magazines, which I can guarantee I would not have picked up if not for Mr Cohen.

**A LITTLE LIFE, BY HANYA YANAGIHARA**

Shivika Gupta

_A Little Life_ is not easy reading. Numerous times I found myself crying and more than once I took long breaks to ease immense sadness. If we often find reading for its dip into escapism, _A Little Life_ is closer to song lyrics than anything, with just a few words. I still don’t love poetry, and perhaps Cohen’s writing is closer to song lyrics than anything, but _Book of Longing_ introduced me to how unique a book can be. The copy I borrowed from my parents now has pride of place amongst other eclectic books and magazines, which I can guarantee I would not have picked up if not for Mr Cohen.

**WORM, BY JOHN C MCCRAW**

Albert Lin

_Heart_ has changed my life. It’s a 3.6 million-word web-senal written in two and a half years, a superhero deconstruction, with themes of determination and despair. It tells the story of one Taylor Hebert, a bullied girl turned super-villain, turned ruler, turned hero, turned godslayer. It proposes questions about ethics and morality, the greater good, doing the right things for the wrong reasons, and breaks down what it means to be a hero or a villain.

_Heart_ features world-ending monsters every few months, complex international superpower politics, and incredibly unique prose. More than that, it helped me see things in a more nuanced light, questioning the nature of society, good versus bad, and the masks everyone wears. It has influenced how I read, how I write, and how I compose myself. _Heart_ is the only work that truly let me hollow after finishing it, staring for anything to stop from ending.

But _Heart_ is more than just a work of fiction. It has informed my attitude. It showed me what practice and sustained effort can do. It’s a testament to the fact that with enough grit and effort, you can do anything. _Heart_ is why I write seriously. _Heart_ told me that all I need to do is write, write, and write, and write and write, and write, and read, and I can make things no one else can.

_Hart_ gave me hope.

**OF MICE AND MEN, BY JOHN STEINBECK**

Debby Xu

When life seems barren and unyielding, with strong gales of wind blowing up dust and sand to blind your eyes and entangle your nostrils so that it becomes hard to breathe and purposes to take another step forward, it is sweet respite to fall into sleep and dream of the Spring that seems so distant and impossible, after a harsh and brutish Winter. Sniff the fragrant salt, the earth and breezes freely. Don’t close your eyes, upon them for the glorious green hue that await you. Except, this garden is no longer a dream, but a new life tenderly wrapped in sarcasm and dented old newspapers as a gift, from a friend. You don’t know it yet, but this gift is the world. It is your universe changing for good. It is also the gift of this broken heart, knowing that soon it will be woken again to real life, to the remorseless hum that is the constant theme and rhythm. A heart that when unanchored, is easily swept away like a piece of crumpled paper by the sand and the gale.

**THE NAMESAKE, BY JHUMPA LAHIRI**

Shakti Srikanth

Have you ever read something so profound, so humble, so woke … that you find yourself pausing every few minutes to just laugh, cry and gather your thoughts when you’ve wept and truly hit blurt? Soon enough, you’re standing in front of the mirror – _The Namesake_. When my reflection show who I am? That was the first time I read _Jhumpa Lahiri’s The Namesake_. I was 19 and my ABCD (Australian Born Confused Desi) was still in full-force. Imagine, me if you will, Arielas Banks on replay (see feud with Zayn Malik for context), sippin’ my pearl-milk tea – how very un-Indian of me.

Lahiri poignantly writes for the multitude of first-generation Indians struggling to find their identity in Western societies. Whilst the protagonist, Gogol, attempts to distance himself from his Bengali heritage, he is ultimately drawn back to his family home – the only point of stability in his life.

_The Namesake_ simultaneously celebrates and reflects upon the decisions cultural misfits, like myself, make in navigating an identity that is at once plural and partial. It’s easy to criticise Gogol’s actions, specifically his impetus to discard his ethnic-origins for a ‘coconut’ persona (an Indian who is brown on the outside but white on the inside). However, when you realize you also, at one point in time, held an internalized self-hated for your own culture, the novel becomes a powerful metaphor for self-discovery. Just like Gogol, the strange smell of my Indian lunch was something I despised, the mispronunciation of my name something I feared and the appellation of “white persons” something I eagerly sought.

When I reflect on this now, it’s almost comical. Schoolyard bullies and divisive politics no longer define my “otherness” … I could continue but my chicken biryani is ready.
THE CASE FOR THARUNKA ELECTIONS

For the past two years, the Tharunka editorial team has been appointed by a panel including the outgoing Managing Editor, the Chair of Arc Board, the SRC President and the Director of Student Services. This panel firstly appoints the Managing Editor, and then the newly-appointed Managing Editor chooses their own sub-editors and designer.

Previously, the editorial team was elected and would run on a ticket in conjunction with the SRC tickets running that year. However, this meant that editorial teams were often stacked with political hacks and were biased in their coverage. The tipping point came when a 2015 editor went through Tharunka’s archives and deleted articles that were unfavourable to his Labor Right faction. Hence, it arguably made a lot of sense at the time for Arc to take tighter control of Tharunka’s editorial team and to appoint its editors, in order to ensure quality and minimise political hackery.

The time has come, however, for this appointment model to end. Editorial teams must be elected by the UNSW student population once more, and must be elected separately from SRC tickets (in order to ensure that they are as unbiased as possible and able to actually report on SRC elections). Here’s why:

MORE DEMOCRATICALLY LEGITIMATE

Tharunka’s editors are paid by the student service fees that go to Arc, and are supposed to represent student voices. It should therefore be students who select the editors. Even if it is somewhat democratically legitimate that the elected SRC President and Chair of Arc Board choose the managing editor, it is more democratically legitimate that students choose the editors directly themselves. Moreover, an SRC President may have been elected by students to represent policies that aren’t relevant to media practices. More worryingly, given that Tharunka has been disallowed from proper reporting on the election of these SRC and Arc Board over the past two years, the democratic legitimacy of those positions are potentially shaky anyway.

PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT UNSW AND ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT HOLDING ITS INSTITUTIONS ACCOUNTABLE ARE MORE LIKELY TO GET ELECTED

Both Arc and the SRC have an incentive to appoint editors who are talented and good writers, but who are not necessarily troublemakers, because that could an editor jeopardising their job. Arc, like any other organisation, has reason to stifle criticism. However, given that Arc has become more and more corporate (reflected by the fact it no longer has “unions” in its name), it has less reason to encourage democracy. We also see this in the current Tharunka Charter, which does not permit effective reporting on either Arc Board or SRC elections.

BEFFER TEAMWORK

It is of the utmost importance that editors in a team respect each other and know each other well, preferably as soon as possible. This means they are willing to work closely with each other throughout the year and are then able to derive energy and motivation from each other. If the ticket gets to choose its members, there is a good chance that a baseline level of respect and common values already exist. In addition, the baptism of fire that is an election campaign means that editors truly get to know each other in a pressurised environment.

ENSURES THAT EDITORIAL VISION IS ARTICULATED CLEARLY, IN A TRANSPARENT MANNER

An election campaign necessitates that a ticket clearly articulates the values that it stands for. Vision is important because it means that a team works out what it wants to achieve in a year, and then create steps to work towards that. It means that a team has the fights about what it wants to publish and what content it will prioritise as early as possible. This big picture brainstorming might otherwise never occur once semester and all its corresponding business begins.

There are definitely some genuine criticisms of this election model, however, and I fully acknowledge that. Here’s how I deal with them:

“ONLY BIG NAMES ON CAMPUS (BNOCS) GET ELECTED/ IT’S A POPULARITY CONTEST”

I admit, if you know more people on campus and have been involved at UNSW, you are more likely to get elected. However, this is not necessarily harmful: it means that you care about UNSW and are passionate about ensuring that it’s a good place to go to uni. Tickets would be able to compensate for this perhaps by having a balance of naturally popular people on their ticket as well as very experienced people.

“YEAH SURE, BUT THIS MEANS THAT PEOPLE WHO LIVE FAR AWAY FROM UNI OR ARE OTHERWISE DISADVANTAGED ARE LESS LIKELY TO GET ELECTED BECAUSE THEY CAN’T BE AS INVOLVED IN CAMPUS LIFE”

This definitely sucks, however it is a product of inequality in society and is not something that can be meaningfully fixed by either model. Unfortunately, these extra-curricular activities are the type of things that a selection panel and Managing Editor also look at when deciding who will be the editors. If anything, having a person on a ticket who used to live rurally might work in that ticket’s favour, because it allows them to claim that they are more diverse. This mechanism doesn’t occur when a selection panel’s reasoning is not transparent.

“PEOPLE WHO ARE GOOD AT JOURNALISM OR WHO OTHERWISE DON’T POSSESS THE REQUISITE SKILLS OF PUTTING A PAPER TOGETHER ARE NOT ELECTED”

I think that this is a really pessimistic view of the voting tendencies of the student population. If a ticket has a wealth of students who have contributed to Tharunka consistently in the past or are otherwise super talented writers, this is something that they can campaign on and will work in their favour. UNSW students are a generally pretty sceptical bunch when it comes to student politics, in my opinion, and I reckon this means that they’d be more likely to elect editors who campaign on a platform of objectivity and experience.

“ELECTION CAMPAIGNS SUCK AND ARE REALLY ANNOYING”

Sure they can be annoying, but that’s the price of democracy. Also, I just generally take issue with a bizarre pride that many UNSW students have in our campus’s indifference to stuPol, especially in contrast to campuses like the University of Sydney. What is there to be proud of about this? It just means that students feel less connected to the overall culture of UNSW. It just means that people care less. That’s lame.
Student exchange is a popular option for UNSW Law students, with students able to study abroad for a year, semester or the summer or winter. The faculty promotes these exchange programs heavily as the university promotes exchange programs regardless of the faculty, with a dedicated exchange office.

Separate from exchanges organised by the UNSW exchange office, the law faculty offers several summer and winter courses at overseas universities, including at Shanghai Jiao Tong University, billed by UNSW Law as “one of China’s top universities”, Columbia University in New York City and Diego Portales University in Santiago. These courses appear on faculty advertisements throughout the law building and are usually one to two weeks in duration.

In terms of fees, however, the courses are not run as a regular UNSW law course. In addition to paying the usual student contribution fees (of around $1,370 for domestic students), students wishing to take these electives must pay a fee ranging from $2,200 to $2,500, which is said to cover “the cost of accommodation, breakfast [not covered for New York course], transportation for field trips, visits and administration costs”. The fee, which appears to be mysteriously arrived at, does not cover flights, travel or medical insurance, or other costs associated with the course.

Tharunka conservatively estimates the costs for the eight day New York course as totalling more than $6,000 per student, estimating around $1,500 for flights, $1,370 in standard student contribution fees, $1,000 in spending money (which also covers incidentals, food, and travel insurance) and the additional $2,500 fee.

While Tharunka understands that a limited number of scholarships are available for some of the courses, it is clear that these courses have significant accessibility issues for students without the financial means to pay the fee on top of the costs of flights, travel insurance and other incidentals. The courses are electives, and thus are not compulsory for students who may not be in a position to afford the fee.

“Chinese Legal System” is the course offered to UNSW Law students at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. In 2017, it ran over a 13-day period, from 2 to 15 July. UNSW Law stipulated that students must use the arranged accommodation for “management and safety reasons”. The arranged accommodation was an on-campus hotel. At print deadline, Tharunka was unable to obtain a quote for a room (the hotel does not appear to have a website).

Although UNSW Law students were forced to stay in the hotel, Shanghai Jiao Tong University offers dormitory student accommodation separate from the on-campus hotel, which costs between approximately AUD$14 and $27 per night for short stays. While there may be legitimate UNSW insurance reasons behind the requirement that students stay in the hotel, using the dormitory accommodation costs quoted as an indication, it appears that accommodation at Shanghai Jiao Tong University is relatively inexpensive. Leaving further questions surrounding the $2,500 fee. It is also unclear why students are unable to stay in the non-hotel student accommodation, which is presumably cheaper.

Tharunka spoke to several students who have undertaken the Columbia, Diego Portales and Jiao Tong courses, all of whom required to remain anonymous. There seemed to be no justification provided to students in relation to the fee, other than the information available on the UNSW Law website. At least one student who enquired about the fee was told that much of the fee was passed on to the host institution.

In 2017, approximately 40 students participated in the course at Columbia University, which equates to AU$100,000 in fees over and above the usual student contribution fee. The course ran for 8 days. It is unclear how 40 students using Columbia University’s facilities for little more than one week could justify such a cost, even with accommodation (and a “welcome lunch”) included.

Tharunka reached out to both the UNSW media office and the law faculty for comment and justification of the additional fee charged for overseas electives. We were referred to the UNSW Law website, which provides the general explanation of the fee as described above, and were further told that:

“The arrangements and therefore costs for particular courses are based on the country being visited/international exchange rates, venue hire, guest lecturers, field trips and whether or not accommodation is included.”

In the event that your concern is that the Faculty seeks to make a profit from our students by running overseas elective programs please be assured that this is not the case.”

Tharunka requested a breakdown of the specific costs involved, and an explanation as to how expenses are apportioned, but neither the UNSW media office or the law faculty provided such a justification.

Two students who undertook the Columbia course in July 2017 said that the accommodation provided had a mould issue, and that this would spread to their belongings while staying at the accommodation. By comparison, I undertook a short course that counted as an elective for my undergraduate law degree in July 2017 at a law school in New York not affiliated with UNSW Law, and was charged around AUD$1,000 for two weeks’ student accommodation in midtown Manhattan.

Assuming the accommodation provided was charged at AU$3500 for the week of the course, allowing for another AU$3500 on “administration costs”, there still appears to be $1,500 unaccounted for.

Tharunka also spoke to students who travelled to Santiago to undertake the course at Diego Portales University. They described the accommodation as rundown serviced apartments, although they were clean and suitable for the students’ needs.

Part of the appeal of studying a short course at a university such as Columbia is obviously the LinkedIn and resume cred it provides. However, students we spoke to said that they were told by a UNSW Law faculty member that they were forbidden from stating on their resume or LinkedIn that they had studied at Columbia University, because the course was arranged by UNSW Law and the Columbia lecturers were giving up their time to teach them. The subject has a UNSW course code and assessment and grading is organised by the UNSW Law.

UNSW Law’s website describes its student exchange programs as “culturally rewarding” and “intellectually enriching”. It seems that such reward and enrichment is restricted to students who have the means to fork out up to $2,500 for a vague and unjustified fee.

THE MYSTERIOUS $2,000+ UNSW LAW ELECTIVE ADMIN FEES
I caught up with Chris after the TED talk.

Lee Lin is a charming mix of the two.

we’re turning to comedians like John Oliver and Shaun Micallef for our news.

Chris reminded us that as 40% of Australians don’t trust mainstream media,

"Because the character depicts an older Asian woman in a position of power," he said.

Chris Leben is a comedian, writer, director and producer mainly known for his work with The Feed on SBS. He’s also the mastermind behind popularising the ‘character’ of Lee Lin Chin.

Recently speaking at the TEDxYouth event in Sydney, Chris focused on how he turned a respected newsreader into a comedy star. And why exactly has it been such a success?

But she does love fashion and beer.

Recently speaking at the TEDxYouth event in Sydney, Chris focused on how he turned a respected newsreader into a comedy star. And why exactly has it been such a success?

“I know, and yet she still plays with me… Does that sound familiar?

“I was so drunk that I lifted Lee Lin up and carried her out of the party. She was stone cold sober! We had to put out a press release and carry her out of the party. Now I can tell you for a fact that is not true.”

Lee Lin herself, demanding to know where her driver was.

“Wilkins won’t be here for another 20 minutes.”

So why did you just carry Lee Lin off stage “just hitched” styles?

That’s based on a story that came out the night after the Logies – the next morning after the Logies there was a report that Lee Lin was so drunk that she was carried out of the after party. Now I can tell you for a fact that is not true. I was so drunk that I lifted Lee Lin up and carried her out of the party. She was stone cold sober! We had to put out a press release that I was the drunk idiot and not Lee Lin. I just fucked up.

Lee Lin is a charming mix of the two.

I caught up with Chris after the TED talk.

The Feed

2120

Our interview was then (fittingly) interrupted by Lee Lin herself, demanding to know where her driver was.

Chris’s response?

“Wilkins won’t be here for another 20 minutes.”

SO JUST ON THAT, HOW INVOLVED IS LEE LIN IN THE CREATIVE PROCESS?

It’s kind of like… I would write the script then give it to her on the day and then she would tell me what she was and was not comfortable saying, and then she would re-write some of the lines to be more “Lee Lin” genuine. A lot of the words in the TED talk I would never write because I’m a simpleton. But Lee Lin likes to remind me she speaks the Queen’s English.

I GUESS SHE IS A RESPECTED NEWSREADER AFTER ALL.

Yeah, yeah, and she also went to a private Catholic school in Singapore where all the teachers were wealthy ladies of leisure who donated their time to teach. She adopted their accent and language. And also, all she does is read. That’s the only thing she cares about – she’s constantly re-reading Shakespeare and [William] Faulkner.

SO A LOT OF THE JOKES ARE BASED ON HER TRUE PERSONALITY?

Yeah! The best comedy comes from exaggerating the truth – I did hear that story about Lee Lin going to backpacker bars to pick up international hotties, but I don’t think it’s true. And Lee Lin has told me that it’s not. But she does love fashion and beer.

IS IT EVER THE CASE THAT YOU COME UP WITH SOMETHING OUTLANDISH AND SHE’S VETOED IT FOR BEING TOO UNLIKE HER?

Yeah – oops! She won’t swear. I had to cut that out twice. Once, I begged her to do it. It was for our TV pilot and I thought it would be a really funny moment – it wasn’t that great in the end… She was not happy and kept saying, ‘convinced me not to do it. In retrospect, I probably should’ve listened to her. Another time when I said “fuck you” to her, she said “oh no! F**k you, f**k you!” And that’s the only time I’ve ever heard her use it in a conversation.

WERE YOU JUST TARNISHING HER REPUTATION?

I know, and yet she still plays with me… Does that sound familiar?"

Chris Leben

Photography by Iain Salvador

Spotlight on

By Shivika Gupta

Lee Lin in the creative process?

Nothing so much controversial, but at the Logies she came up with the idea to take one of her makeup artist’s sons down the red carpet with her. He was dressed in a tuxedo, they had matching flowers on, all her idea, and she coached him to tell every journalist as they walked up the red carpet that he was something different. He’d be like “Oh I’m Lee Lin’s son”, the next one “Oh I’m her manager”, or “I’m her personal trainer, I keep her fit”. That was all her idea.

The plan was, if she won the Gold Logie, he was going to give the speech for her. So I had to carry a milk crate with me all night at the Logies, just in case he had to go up and accept it. Lee Lin was just going to sit back and not leave her seat! I was going to have to run up, put this milk crate down, pick this kid up and place him on top of it. It would’ve been pretty cute… I can’t remember what the speech was – Lee Lin and I co-wrote it and we wrote it in her voice, as it would be coming out of this 9-year-old boy. We thought that would be quite funny.

What a lost opportunity! You mentioned the fact that the best comedy comes from exaggerating the truth – how did you first get to know each other, to learn that truth of who she really is?

I didn’t know her! I didn’t watch her on the news, I literally started writing the character based on a few bits and bobs of detail that I got from the people who worked with her. You can watch in those early sketches that we did [for SBS’s The Feed]… the character is not the same as it is now, and that’s because I didn’t know Lee Lin. I was writing for someone that I thought I could get to do all these ridiculous things, and that wasn’t the case.

In the first few episodes, she’s an alcoholic who drinks whatever – she drinks wine, she drinks beer, she drinks spirits. Lee Lin loves every single drink except beer. She will never let it touch her lips. So you slowly learn those things.

Just as you learn her great love is William Shakespeare, and then you start writing that into it. There are always these little things that you hear, or she’ll tell me family stories about how she did X thing and that ends up being in the script.

...
Tharunka has published some excellent online pieces throughout the year, which have made it to you through our Facebook posts and a bit of SEO help, but haven’t lined up with our print schedule. Here, we take a moment to bring you a few of the best online pieces we saw in 2017.

Same, Same, But Different

Historically, ideas of oppression such as racism, sexism, homophobia etc. were viewed as free standing. However, intersectionality holds that these various forms of oppression do not act independently, but rather interrelate to create a system of oppression that reflects the divergence and connection of multiple forms of discrimination. Herein lies the issue for a number of Indigenous women, including myself, when it comes to engaging with feminism.

First and foremost, I am Indigenous. This means that notions of community, caring for country and raising strong, successful children who are proud of their culture and heritage are my priorities. This then means that my responses to issues of gender are primarily informed by my experiences of race, and while the inclusion of Indigeneity is not meant to be divisive, it does assist in highlighting the additional barriers we as Indigenous women have to overcome. For instance, our most notable struggle has been alongside Aboriginal men in the fight against the oppression of the colonial settler state, which is obviously race-focused and monumental to the survival of our people as a whole.

Furthermore, a fundamental difference exists between the approaches taken by white women, who tend to focus their frustrations on men in general, whereas Indigenous women do not. Historically, Indigenous men have experienced a different kind of discrimination, as they were ostracized from the wider population, while Indigenous women were used primarily as domestic servants, however still within the social structure. This is not to subtract from the hardships this social hierarchy presented for Indigenous women.

In the present day, Indigenous men are far too often demonised or emasculated, portrayed in the media as pedophiles or criminals that fail to provide for their families. Therefore, it is important that we engage with the feminist debate, while remaining cautious as to not shame or demonise Indigenous men to an even greater extent. So while our struggle for gender equality remains, further complexities arise when considering the experiences of Indigenous men in Colonial Australia, highlighting just one of the conflicts we as Indigenous women face when participating in the feminist movement.

A further concern I, as an Indigenous woman, have, is the fact that our voices and Indigenous identity tend to be lost in mainstream feminism, albeit unintentionally, due to the fact that the battle for gender equality is confined to, and fought within structures favoring Anglo-Saxon cultural hegemony. Opening the dialogue around rights for Indigenous women, and all women of colour, is not only necessary, but vital to moving forward together. This would require, at a bare minimum, an awareness of intersectionality and acknowledgment of our differences.

Yet, feminism in Australia appears to be doing nothing but reinforcing white hegemony, failing to effectively incorporate the experiences of women of colour, in particular Indigenous women, into the movement. Moreover, while we all, as women, have experienced oppression at the hands of the patriarch, it is important to recognise and acknowledge the further oppression Indigenous women have experienced as a result of colonisation, dispossession and an attempted cultural genocide, all of which was accompanied by a new social structure, lifestyle and economic system.

While the priority for the white feminist movement is breaking through the glass ceiling, Indigenous people, both men and women, are recovering and rebuilding our communities within the confines of a structure that places us on the bottom rung of the social hierarchy.

Feminism is all about sisterhood and solidarity, and as a minority group, the voices of Indigenous women need amplifying. We are all here and ready to fight the same battle, but it is important to recognise that we aren’t all equipped with the same weapons.
To Me, Love Me: UNSW Women Write Feminist Letters to Their Younger Selves

On International Women’s Day, Tharunka asked three UNSW women to write letters to their younger selves about feminism, growing up in a patriarchal society and being a woman. This is what they wrote.

Nicola Ray
To the 16-year-old girl with a copy of Cosmopolitan in one hand, and the watery, incarceration-of-misery that is 60-calorie yoghurt in the other,

You’re not terribly uncommon, and that’s the most distressing part.

At this point in your life, you know absolutely nothing about feminism. In fact, you probably think it’s a social movement run by a bunch of haughty virgins, mainly because you’re too afraid that if you concede otherwise, the boys won’t like you.

So let’s start with the basics.

First of all, no one will teach you how to unpack misogyny. You’ve been conditioned to accept that self-hate is an intrinsic part of being a teenager, and that your routine self-hate is, in fact, empowerment.

In actuality, the most empowering thing you can do for yourself is simply not give a f**k about what you’re conditioned to assume men, or anyone else, thinks of you. Educating yourself on the artificial incursions of empowerment, and rigid paradigms of perfection.

Men who have never heard the word “no” will feel entitled to speak to you. One will ask you to follow him home from the city; another will approach you and ask you to tell him about your culture; an acquaintance will tell you he doesn’t believe in equality. Boys will play you, rate you and ghost you. Any reaction you give them will play into the existing image of you being a submissive Asian girl or an angry feminist.

We don’t have a terrible life by any means. Our home here is lovely, academically you’re doing well and you’ve got a great support network. Every once in a while, a passing remark will remind you of your female-ness and your Asian-ness. It’ll be confronting, uncomfortable and confusing.

This might seem frightening. Trying to make sense of your new reality, you’ll be angry and bitter for a long time. Be uncompromising of who you are, even through your emo phase that no one asked for. Being a woman isn’t terrible. Take joy in your female friendships and strangers who will call you the wrong name to save you on a night out. You’ll have enlightening conversations about the meaning of life and debate when One Direction will reunite over late night Dominos and a bottle of moscato under a string of fairy lights. It’s a wonderful community.

Don’t live in the anger of your inequality. Surround yourself with open-minded friends and pick your battles. It’s easy to hate but much harder to spread love and understand why society is the way it is.

When I first started scavenging for the past,
When I first started searching for my collarbones,
I am trying to remember when all of this started,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
I am trying to walk smaller, skinnier, less heavy.
I am trying to be smaller, wispy, less heavy.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to remember when all of this started,
I am trying to remember when all of this started,
I am trying to remember when all of this started.
I am trying to remember when all of this started.

When I first started to step onto the airplane, 
worried about the turbulence and whether our luggage will make it to the other side of the world. In eight hours, the bustling, loud city of Hong Kong will become the quiet, green city of Sydney.

Everything about you is going to change in the coming years, except that you are inevitably a Chinese girl. This may seem superficial to you; after all, you are so much more than that. You’ll be surprised how many times you’ll be reduced to a Chinese girl, especially when there’s a quota to fill.

Navigating this new society will be testing. You’ll distance yourself from your culture in an attempt to fit in with the white girls. Clothes sold in shops will never fit you quite right. You’ll worry about how to fit (the expectation of) being a mother into your long list of ambitions. Magazines will talk about girl power but never show anyone that looks like you. This same girl power, the kid who you are, are even through your emo phase that no one asked for. Being a woman isn’t terrible. Take joy in your female friendships and strangers who will call you the wrong name to save you on a night out. You’ll have enlightening conversations about the meaning of life and debate when One Direction will reunite over late night Dominos and a bottle of moscato under a string of fairy lights. It’s a wonderful community.

Don’t live in the anger of your inequality. Surround yourself with open-minded friends and pick your battles. It’s easy to hate but much harder to spread love and understand why society is the way it is.

Take a deep breath and get ready to step off that plane. Turbulence was the least of your worries.

Your wildest ride is about to begin.

Love,
Cathy Tan

Dear Cathy,

You’re about to step onto the airplane, worried about the turbulence and whether our luggage will make it to the other side of the world. In eight hours, the bustling, loud city of Hong Kong will become the quiet, green city of Sydney.

Everything about you is going to change in the coming years, except that you are inevitably a Chinese girl. This may seem superficial to you; after all, you are so much more than that. You’ll be surprised how many times you’ll be reduced to a Chinese girl, especially when there’s a quota to fill.

Navigating this new society will be testing. You’ll distance yourself from your culture in an attempt to fit in with the white girls. Clothes sold in shops will never fit you quite right. You’ll worry about how to fit (the expectation of) being a mother into your long list of ambitions. Magazines will talk about girl power but never show anyone that looks like you. This same girl power, the kid who you are, are even through your emo phase that no one asked for. Being a woman isn’t terrible. Take joy in your female friendships and strangers who will call you the wrong name to save you on a night out. You’ll have enlightening conversations about the meaning of life and debate when One Direction will reunite over late night Dominos and a bottle of moscato under a string of fairy lights. It’s a wonderful community.

Don’t live in the anger of your inequality. Surround yourself with open-minded friends and pick your battles. It’s easy to hate but much harder to spread love and understand why society is the way it is.

Take a deep breath and get ready to step off that plane. Turbulence was the least of your worries.

Your wildest ride is about to begin.

Love,
Cathy

CW: Mental Health

When I first started thinking of each kilogram as a victory against myself.
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started in walk like an apology,
When I first started to step onto the airplane, 

I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, f**k about what you’re conditioned to assume men, or anyone else, thinks of you. Educating yourself on the artificial incursions of empowerment, and rigid paradigms of perfection.

When I first started to walk like an apology,
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, f**k about what you’re conditioned to assume men, or anyone else, thinks of you. Educating yourself on the artificial incursions of empowerment, and rigid paradigms of perfection.

When I first started to step onto the airplane, 

I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, f**k about what you’re conditioned to assume men, or anyone else, thinks of you. Educating yourself on the artificial incursions of empowerment, and rigid paradigms of perfection.

When I first started to step onto the airplane, 

I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, smaller, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, scrawney, less dense.
I am trying to be smaller, skinnier, less fat.
I am trying to be smaller, f**k about what you’re conditioned to assume men, or anyone else, thinks of you. Educating yourself on the artificial incursions of empowerment, and rigid paradigms of perfection.
Holes in the walls

BY CARRIE LEE

She looked at me
With something between love and sadness
Because don't the things we love
Make us sad sometimes?
So I took a wooden frame,
Framed it,
And there we had it,
A gallery on the walls.

And he locked himself in his room
Working on his creations,
He didn't speak a word to us for days
And the dinner we left outside his door
Remained untouched.

Day and night
I could hear him chipping away
Each gentle brush stroke of the fingers
Bringing new form to life
Turning his canvas into living holes,
Something into nothing,
Nothing into something.

Sometimes when he wasn't looking
I'd sneak in to look at the holes
Holes of different sizes and shapes
Some so rough his tools snapped –
He left their skeletons on the floor.

What I'm struggling with most of all
Is finding balance
Between truth and kindness

I put my hand into the holes
Feeling for stardust
Or a bird's nest
But they were just empty,
Just holes.
I left a gumnut inside one,
I wanted to crawl in and hide in another.
I left a letter written to my future self:
Hello?
SOS
Are you happy?

We invited people to come and see the gallery,
First friends and family,
They said it was very nice,
Then friends of friends,
Then strangers,
Lining up to peek inside our home.

Some said they were spectacular,
Others said it was just nothing,
I said no, they were definitely something.

But only we knew how my brother
Poured his heart and soul into those holes,
It was like his heart didn't have enough space
To hold it inside,
So he kept making holes
And we let him make holes
Until all the walls had holes in them
And the whole house was one long tapestry of holes,

My brother is making an art gallery on the walls
Carving his sixteen year old emotions into sculptures
His hands are his tools
Touching, Feeling
The plaster,
Making it his own.

My mother sighed
It's just a phase
She wanted to take it down
Before he made any more
Cover it up with a piece of bread
I said no
Took her hand
Squeezed it
Isn't it beautiful?
We should frame it.

My brother is making an art gallery on the walls
Carving his sixteen year old emotions into sculptures
His hands are his tools
Touching, Feeling
The plaster,
Making it his own.
Cricket trills its song,
Two a.m. scream of dark night,
Morning talks of flight.

You are naked in front of the lone mirror in your apartment, a cheap white-framed glass that leans drunk against the span of wall between your front door and the cardboard box you’ve been using as a table, the oil of last night’s spaghetti softening its surface. The chill of the floorboards scrapes at your feet to run up your legs, along your calves, through the smooth, fleshy expanse of inner thigh, into your stomach and peaking at your nipples, erect and stark atop the hint of breasts. Shaved ends of hair prickle under armpits, at groin, and you shudder, loose skin and fat shaking – the chicken defrosting on your kitchen counter no longer sounds as appetising for dinner.

Blood leaves trail in time,
Night waits under stormy sky,
Memories drift, lost.

Torso too long, legs too short, hips too wide, breasts too small. You want to cut here, engorge there, maybe add a little extra to this, your fingers reaching down, tapping at soft belly, body twisting to reach back and pull at that detestable layer of fat on inner thigh. What would you look like dissected? Your legs would look a lot like a cut of ham at the butchers, you imagine, a ring of oily white rimming pink muscle.

Tea cold by morning,
Incense veiled in stormy rain,
Trailing scar on cheek.

You step closer to the mirror – after all, eyes are the window to the soul, but are souls really beautiful, or perhaps you have even a subtle hint of a Grecian nose (whatever that is), or just maybe your lips are closer to Angelina Jolie’s than you’ve previously noticed – but your breath steams over glass until all you can see reflected back at you are the frayed ends of your unwashed hair, and a single scar slashed over your cheek.

Mirror Talk

You are naked in front of the lone mirror in your apartment, a cheap white-framed glass that leans drunk against the span of wall between your front door and the cardboard box you’ve been using as a table, the oil of last night’s spaghetti softening its surface. The chill of the floorboards scrapes at your feet to run up your legs, along your calves, through the smooth, fleshy expanse of inner thigh, into your stomach and peaking at your nipples, erect and stark atop the hint of breasts. Shaved ends of hair prickle under armpits, at groin, and you shudder, loose skin and fat shaking – the chicken defrosting on your kitchen counter no longer sounds as appetising for dinner.

Dry, cracked paint,
Weeping paint,
Dripping to the floor paint,
Puddles of paint,
Like the holes themselves were crying.
Puddles of tears
That wouldn’t stop,
Room to room, we wore rainboots,
Paintboots,
I mopped up the puddles
Alone
Absorbing responsibility,
And I kept the curtains open
So that every morning when the sun rose
Light poured into the room
Turning all the little holes into glowing orbs,
Sweet little suns.
I Sometimes Wish English was a Richer Language

They say home is where the heart is.

My mother, my sister and I are visiting China. My father had visited the year before, and when he’d returned, he’d shown me all the photos he took, comparing them to photos he’d taken decades before. They were all of the same places. His school has been replaced by a parking lot. His university has doubled in size and changed its name. His relatives have faded one by one from the world, leaving behind graves and china bowls filled with incense sticks and rotting fruit, all scattered across fields of tombstones.

I remember asking my father if he had any regrets about migrating. He’d told me he tried not to think about what could have been, and I had wondered – still do – what thoughts seep into his head on the few occasions he can’t resist dwelling on how things would have turned out if he hadn’t changed his mind. He has lived in Australia for more than half his life now, and intends to stay. He listens to 2GB and 2EU. He’s picked up the slang and the accent. He switches between English and his native Shanghainese when he talks with my mother. But calling him Australian doesn’t seem to work. Though he has adjusted his second country, and in many ways belongs to it, I don’t think he loves it. Assimilation isn’t the same as admiration.

I let my mother do all the speaking as we go through customs. My grasp of Mandarin and my native dialect have both slackened long ago. My parents had endeavoured to ensure English was all I heard when I entered the third grade. And so as I walk through the streets of Shanghai, and later Beijing, I hear the lilting tones and the raucous hollering and find them to be much akin to a song; I know the notes but find the lyrics elusive, tucked away in some long-forgotten corner in my mind.

“They are very happy to see their grandchildren,” my mother tells me and my sister on the second day. We’re at my father’s parents’ place. They, for one, did not seem displeased by the fact that their grandson and granddaughter could not even share a conversation with them at the dinner table. “It pleases them that something of them will live on,” she says.

My only aunt has a son. My only uncle has a daughter. With both cousins bearing different family names, and all other branches having fallen from the tree into the mud long ago, my family name falls only to me. My parents tell me this, and have told me many, many times before. I know what they imply. I know what they’re thinking. I don’t like it one bit. I don’t recall asking to bear the burden. I am not sure of its weight.

I remember once hearing someone calling another country a land of extremes: extreme poverty and extreme wealth, extreme beauty and extreme cruelty. The description is not lost on me as I see the rickshaws being pushed under the shadow of skyscrapers, the wedding of an affluent couple being spoiled as passers-by catch the white doves and crack their heads open on the ground, taking them home for dinner, and to the dog farms where poodles and cocker spaniels are skinned to make coats and scarves for the rich.

In the loud markets, on the packed trains and under the burning sun, my mother tells me of how the government increases the pension every year here. That they have blended capitalism’s cold pragmatism with socialism’s bleeding heart. I jokingly ask her if she still reveres Mao. She tells me that it is hard to condemn that which she was raised to worship.

A month later, I’m back in the classroom. The teacher is talking about the HSC. Talking about concepts of belonging. About connections between people and place, culture and history. She encourages us to write about our personal experiences. To channel our own trials and tribulations into the written word. To pour our trauma onto the page in blue and black for her to mark in red.

I catch the train home with friends. I watch Town Hall and Central and Redfern pass by as they discuss where they want to go when they graduate. Japan is brought up, with the need for an empty suitcase and a full wallet. Then Japan becomes Iceland, where apparently one in every ten people is a writer, and then Russia, where the night trains apparently come with beds. Names, places, whole new worlds out there to explore. Alien cultures to soak in.

The train slows to a halt. They ask me what China was like. I tell them it was alright. I say my goodbyes and get off at my stop.
A Letter to Death

Dear Death,

How can I satisfy you?
Do I not allow you hours of nightly torment?
Do I not lay my docile body out each night for you to infest and congest my fragile conscience?
You send surges of constraint around my bruised chest when you slip through the fragments of mental repression that I have damned upon you.
Why the fascination with cessation? Is genesis not a more rewarding occupancy for you?
Your selfish obsession with the decay of anatomy has manifested a fiery fury in my thoughts.
Why must you cultivate your infested garden in the once salubrious pancreas of my Grandfather, or lay down your contaminated roots in the rich marrow of my Aunt’s weakened bones?
Your timing of termination steals the rationality of many as they struggle to comprehend the finality of your odious act.
I should not mistake your gluttony for human flesh for greed, when you are so benevolent with the gift of pain.
I envy those that find solace in faith. The comfort of the known in unknown.
I find my solace in substance until I am reeked with the realisation that what draws me in only draws me closer to you.
Death you have stolen my sanity, of this I am sure.
We immediately took to local cuisine staples like dumplings, hot pies and kvass. Considering that neither Joanna nor I had really known what to expect from Russia, we were feeling like total pros by our third day in Moscow.

Just kidding. It was Sir Winston Churchill who famously described Russia that way in 1939, only a few months into the second World War. What I actually said to Sophie in 2017 was probably something along the lines of “Uh …yeah, I think so.” Just kidding. It was Sir Winston Churchill who famously described Russia that way in 1939, only a few months into the second World War. What I actually said to Sophie in 2017 was probably something along the lines of “Uh …yeah, I think so.”

But Churchill’s quip would have been apt; seventy-eight years later, it is still a fairly accurate description of how the outside world perceives Russia. Mention the country’s name to anyone today and the conversation is likely to jump straight to rigged elections, scandalous video tapes, suspicious politician deaths and the plethora of videos available in the “Russians-involved-in-unsan-and-unexplainable-situations” YouTube genre. Russia is still very much an enigma and I was excited to catch a glimpse behind the “Iron Curtain” and learn something new about life in modern Russia.

“What actually is tourism? My classmate Sophie wondered aloud, as we packed away our laptops at the end of class. “They’re basically up with them?”

Having only visited one country prior to Russia in which there was a successful communist revolution (China), I was surprised at the survival of so many religious buildings, even within the Kremlin. Just beyond the Moscow region is what is known as the “Golden Ring”, a collection of ancient towns, most of which are home to grand monasteries. Joanna and I visited one of Russia’s largest monasteries in Sergiev Posad, the Trinity Lavra of St Sergius, and religious buildings, even within the Kremlin. Just beyond the Moscow region is what is known as the “Golden Ring”, a collection of ancient towns, most of which are home to grand monasteries. Joanna and I visited one of Russia’s largest monasteries in Sergiev Posad, the Trinity Lavra of St Sergius, and

Moscow is a modern city, packed with art galleries, cool cafes and underground bars blasting music late into the night. However, the city is also full of centuries-old artistic and architectural gems, often in the most mundane of places. Among the most spectacular sights in Moscow were the thirteen original underground metro stations, built in 1935 as a way to bring beauty and art to the masses, and reflect "svetloe budushchee", the USSR’s "radiant future". The stations are all individual works of art, likened to the Palace of Versailles, and feature marble arches, chandeliers, sculptures, stained glass panels and ceiling frescoes. The city’s pre-Soviet religious history has also survived; the skyline is dotted with the glimmering gold domes of Orthodox cathedrals, belltowers, and mosques, and many incredible neo-classical interiors have been preserved perfectly, despite their new role as supermarkets or bookshops.

What we had initially interpreted at the airport as possible disdain for clueless foreigners, it turned out, was just the Russian way. “A smile from a Russian is a genuine smile,” Luisia, our “hostel” owner, assured us. “We do not smile just for no reason.” Luckily, we found that most Mosovites we encountered were kind, patient and mildly interested in us, rather than annoyed, as we stumbled through conversations with a few weak “pervets” and “privets”. We were joyously on the receiving end of some genuine, Genuinely Smile™ in no time.

What we had initially interpreted at the airport as possible disdain for clueless foreigners, it turned out, was just the Russian way. “A smile from a Russian is a genuine smile,” Luisia, our “hostel” owner, assured us. “We do not smile just for no reason.” Luckily, we found that most Mosovites we encountered were kind, patient and mildly interested in us, rather than annoyed, as we stumbled through conversations with a few weak “pervets” and “privets”. We were joyously on the receiving end of some genuine, Genuinely Smile™ in no time.

Despite the survival of pre-communist tradition, however, it became quickly apparent that Moscow was a city not only shaped by its Soviet past, but actively nostalgic for it. And this nostalgia influences its public spaces, contemporary design, and even food outlets. Much like Starbucks in the USA, every almost every corner in Moscow has a "Varenichnaya": a chain of family-friendly restaurants styled to look like a retro Soviet living room, complete with huge bookshelves, propaganda posters, and black-and-white Soviet films playing on every wall. Likewise, at the luxurious GUM department store, nostalgic Russians skip the Häagen-Dazs and form long queues to buy stakhanovka, a cheap and simple Soviet-era style ice cream, considered across Russia to be the most superior. Even the so-called “Fallen Monument Park”, which became a spooky dumping ground for statues of Soviet leaders upon the regime’s dissolution in 1991, now resembles a chic outdoor sculpture garden, where guests can enjoy an afternoon stroll between dozens of Lenin,斯verdlov and Stalin.

The strength of this nostalgia is sometimes surprising given the many reminders of the USSR’s more brutal years still standing in Moscow today. Just across the street from a huge children’s entertainment centre is the infamous ex-KGB secret police headquarters and down the road, next to a Varenichnaya outlet, is the building in which Stalin-era interrogations would take place, and out of which many would never return. Even though the country went through a rigorous “de-Stalinization” process in the 1960s, his body still remains buried next to Lenin’s mausoleum in the Red Square, and tourists can still get a snap with grinning impersonators hanging around outside the Kremlin.

At the end of a walking tour around these sites and their tragic histories, our guide Maria stopped and said to the group, “You may be wondering whether the whole thing is a joke.” She paused. “But I have hope for Russia. There is a younger generation of Russians now, who see things differently and I think there are good things to come.”

Considering that neither Joanna nor I had really known what to expect from Russia, we were feeling like total pros by our third day in Moscow. We immediately took to local cuisine staples like dumplings, hot pies and kvass (fermented bread drink – better than it sounds!), which surprised us both. The Cyrillic script began to look less like Wingdings and more like actual words, and the Red Square became a nice spot for a stroll in our local neighbourhood. An obligatory trip to a vodka museum had even given me a new appreciation for the spirit’s diversity and versatility beyond the always classic Smirnoff Ice.

At the end of a walking tour around these sites and their tragic histories, our guide Maria stopped and said to the group, “You may be wondering whether the whole thing is a joke.” She paused. “But I have hope for Russia. There is a younger generation of Russians now, who see things differently and I think there are good things to come.”

It would be crazy to claim any real understanding of the future of a nation of 144 million people based on short trip to the capital city, and the Putinocracy continues to be a concern for those on the outside looking in, but Maria’s message of hope has stuck with me. Perhaps there’ll be a world takeover, or another revolution, but who’s to know?

Russia is still a total riddle to me. Just one that’s a little more familiar.

FROM MOSCOW WITH LOVE

WRITING AND ART BY LYDIA MORGAN
PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT

G'day UNSW,

Since this is the last issue of Tharunka for the year, all of us at the SRC want to give a huge thank you to the students of UNSW for allowing us to serve as your student representatives.

We’ve had so many ideas and so much involvement from so many students this year, and it is incredibly inspiring for me personally to see the passion that UNSW students have for improving not just the UNSW community, but the community at large.

It is thanks to the hard work and support of students that we have been able to secure one of the finest Sexual Misconduct Policies of any university in the country, go straight to Parliament with the issues around the 891 and light rail, and had students voices well and truly heard on the issue of trimesters and marriage equality.

As our terms come to an end, we cannot thank the student community enough. Keep fighting, and please remember that change is always possible if we put in the work.

It has been an incredible honour to be your President this year.

ABOUT THE SRC

The Student Representative Council (SRC) is the peak representative and advocacy body for students at UNSW. We run campaigns aimed at improving UNSW for all students, fighting for the issues you care about, and also providing you with a community to chill out and socialise with. The SRC is a platform for you to shape your own educational experience, create real change for you and your fellow students and make community connections that will last you a lifetime.

WHAT’S ON

Check out our website in Semester 2 to check out what’s happening!

http://www.src.unsw.edu.au/voice/src/upcoming-events

ABOUT COLLECTIVES


The Collectives are a great way to get involved in a community, make some friends, and campaign around the issues that matter to you.

Campaigns include:

- Fix the 891 Queues - Accessible and safe transport to and from
- UNSW International & Ethno-cultural Room - A safe chill place for ethnically and culturally diverse students and international students.

ABOUT SPACES

Need somewhere to chill out on campus? A quiet place to study? A place to connect with like-minded people? Maybe just a microwave or fridge for your lunch? The SRC has you covered. We have equity rooms – safe spaces for you to hang out, nap, or get some readings done.

- Welfare and Disability Room - A place for autonomous collectives, and also for any student to chill out in the meantime.
- International & Ethno-cultural Room - A safe chill place for ethnically and culturally diverse students and international students.
- Women’s Room - The women’s room is a safe and autonomous space for women identifying students.
- Queer Space - A safe autonomous place to relax and connect with other LGBTIA/Queer students. Meetings and other activities are run by the Queer Collective on a weekly basis.

Head to the website to find out where the rooms are located and how you can use them.

COLLECTIVE TIMES

Check out our website and Facebook page to find Collective times!